
BIOGRAPHY 
 
Glass Mind is a band from Mexico City, it is considered today as one of the best rock-progressive bands                   
in Mexico and it has already had recognition abroad.  
 
They have always kept a solid concept; the music must evoke endless sensations while hearing. They                
like to experiment with new sounds and trying to reinvent themselves song after song, they have                
accomplished to acquire a unique sound that has been the key to distinguish from other bands.  
 
With important accomplishments national and internationally, Glass Mind has gone through different            
stages along their career.  
 
The band was founded back in mid 2005 with Benjamin Berthier (guitar) and Edgar Garduño (drums),                
whom were only 14 and 16 years old respectively; they impressed people with their compositions at                
their short age.  
 
Not much later Michel Villamor (bass) and Pablo Berthier (guitar) joined the band completing the               
lineup.  
 
As they begin their first years they participate on three contests achieving the 3rd place (Yamaha Band                 
Competition 2005) and two 1st places (Yamaha Band Competition 2006 and Rock Olymplus 2007).  
 
In 2008, they release their first album, entitled “Haunting Regrets” with the Mexican label “Circo               
Volador”.  
 
In 2010, the band does a tour through Japan, having several gigs in cities like Tokyo, Osaka and Shiga.  
 
In 2011, Glass Mind publishes a new version of their first album “Haunting Regrets”, in this occasion                 
completely produced for the band itself and mixed by Brett Caldas-Lima in Tower Studio, Montpellier,               
France.  
This album has the participation of Dante Díaz as guest singer.  
 
In 2014 they are selected by Mike Portnoy (ex Dream Theather’s drummer) to participate in the                
Progressive Nation at Sea 2014, a four-day festival on board a cruise from Miami to The Bahamas                 
playing with some of the best progressive bands from all over the world, such as Transatlantic, Devin                 
Townsend, Pain of Salvation, Spock’s Beard, The Flower Kings, Anathema, Riverside, Periphery, Animals             
as Leaders, Haken, and many others.  
 
2014 it’s a year that marks down the beginning of a new instrumental age. In March, they release their                   
first instrumental single entitled “Detritus”. The first of a self-produced compilation of songs.  
In this same year they also release “Inside the Whale” as a second single of their new instrumental age.  
Beginning 2015, they launch their last single “Babel”. They also participated as headliners in the second                
edition of Fest Prog-Jazz 2015 in Mexico City, starting a series of performances that will be taking place                  
during the second half of the year. 
 
  



THE MUSIC 
 
 
DETRITUS (2014) 
 
music by Benjamín Berthier 
artwork by Pablo Berthier 
concept, production, mixing & mastering by Benjamín Berthier & Pablo Berthier 
 
[EARTH] / Composed of many overlapping layers, the structure of this song tries to emulate the cycle                 
that begins with the death of an animal, going through many stages of decomposition, chemical               
processes, bacteria, fungi, microorganisms, and finally to become Detritus. 
 
 
 
INSIDE THE WHALE (2014) 
 
music by Benjamín Berthier 
artwork by Pablo Berthier 
concept, production, mixing & mastering by Benjamín Berthier & Pablo Berthier 
 
[WATER] / The story of this track begins with a man falling from his boat into the water. As he sinks                     
further and further into the depths of the ocean, it is swallowed by a whale. 
Without lyrics the only storyteller in this song is the music by itself. 
 
 
 
BABEL (2015) 
 
music by Benjamín Berthier 
artwork by Pablo Berthier 
concept, production & mixing by Benjamín Berthier & Pablo Berthier 
mastering by Acle Kahney 
 
[AIR] / Several resources were used to represent the concept of Babel. The structure of the song comes                  
to symbolize the tower itself. It is a journey that starts from the base of the tower, which represents the                    
earliest times of mankind. 
The contrasts between each section of the song representing steady climb through the different levels               
of the tower. There is also a full exploration of various instruments and musical elements from different                 
cultures which represent the different languages of the world. 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GW-PHr3v5Oc

